
Erik Penser Bank house view

Asset Management’s positions and analysis

We believe in transparency, this publication is not mere opinions, it is how we have 
traded and will trade in order to beat our competitors and benchmarks.

This is an investment report, not investment recommendation. 

This entirely data driven methodology was founded in late 1990s, developed in the 
Nordics, London and New York.

Head of Asset Management

Twitter; @jwthulin



We analyse the world with 1600 models, 28 000 dataseries per week
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Medium risk portfolio compared to peers (we include our SAA 
and TAA work)
+7% per annum in excess return (gross of fees)

Historisk avkastning är ingen garanti för framtida avkastning. De pengar som placeras i fonden kan både öka och minska i värde och det är inte säkert att du får tillbaka hela det insatta kapitalet. Avkastningen anges i SEK.

Historical returns are no guarantee of future returns. The money invested in the fund can both increase and decrease in value and it is not certain that you will get back the entire invested capital. The return is stated in SEK.
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PENSER MEDELRISK

PEERS

So, despite our overweight 

in equities we manage to 

increase our outperformance 

compared listed products 

from our colleagues in the 

market. 

How, using FX and VIX as 

hedges in equities and 

allocations to specific 

strategies that work, 

relatively, better is of 

outmost importance.

Our global equity portfolio

returns better than global

bond index. 
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Equity performance and relative ACWI MSCI USD
+8% Alpha per year (gross of fees)

Historisk avkastning är ingen garanti för framtida avkastning. De pengar som placeras i fonden kan både öka och minska i värde och det är inte säkert att du får tillbaka hela det insatta kapitalet. Avkastningen anges i SEK.

Historical returns are no guarantee of future returns. The money invested in the fund can both increase and decrease in value and it is not certain that you will get back the entire invested capital. The return is stated in SEK.
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Our positions versus global index (fat blue) – deriving the relative beat

Hence, we can stay constructive for the time being…and keep our positions

Worst performer, Lithium (we stick to the case of increased usage of Lithium going forward)

Best case, Selected Energy (with ESG analysis)
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House view – a summary
We stick to LatAm, US tech, energy, renewable energy, EZ health care, US property yield, US curve steepener, soft commodities etc. 

We stay pro-risk, with OWs in equities and in commodities and UWs in bonds and alternative investments. We keep currency exposure 100% open, hence the 

USD has acted as a great hedge for us. We have, via hedges, isolated our alpha from the market´s beta (as of last week long VIX and short S&P 500). 

The past week’s sell-off appears overdone, and driven (as derived via statistics) to a large extent by technical flows (margin debt), and poor financial

conditions, rather than macro / earnings developments. This is why we stick to active hedging, rather than shifting the strategic weight, also because of the 

negative returns in rates. 

While we expect growth to soften, we continue to push back on a base case assumption that the global economy is headed for recession, an outcome that is 

increasingly being priced by markets. 

We see supports for our pro-risk stance from COVID reopening, policy easing in China, strong labor markets, light positioning, distraught investor sentiment, 

and healthy consumer and corporate balance sheets. We also see, in data, continued positive earnings (especially relative to what is expected by the market), 

stronger growth in selected regions where we are invested (US, LatAm, Asia), and we continue to see that CPI PEAKED back in March. 

Last week we saw a trough in market liquidity, hence it turned to the better! 

It also appears, as we forecasted, that we indeed reached peak hawkishness from central banks, with the Fed pushing back on 75bp hikes. Since the last FED 

meeting the market has lowered the FED trajectory by 50 bps. 
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Earnings delivering, S&P 500

Beats/Misses. With ~90% of S&P 500 companies having reported, 76% are beating 1Q earnings

and 71% are beating revenue estimates.

Surprise. Earnings have surprised to the upside by 5%, actual sales growth is 14%, earnings

growth is 10%

Revisions. Since the beginning of the earnings season, 1Q22 EPS has been revised up 7.2% to

$54.90 (+12% y/y) and 2022 EPS has been revised up 0.5% to $228.45 (+10% y/y). Looking to the

following year, 2023 EPS has been revised up 0.4% since the beginning of the earnings season to

$251.02 (+10% y/y).

Buybacks. Buyback announcements stand at $410B YTD for the S&P 500, slightly ahead of 2019 

and 2021 pace. For companies that have reported, buybacks were up 45% y/y and 4% q/q with 

execution activity largely supported by Tech ($58B in 1Q22), Financials ($49B) and Healthcare 

($37B).
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Geopolitical risk, we watch relationship to equities!

The market NO LONGER trades on geopolitical risk 



CPI peaked in March…we stick to this prediction from…March
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CPI peaked in March

Curve to bull steepen



Our daily traded CPI models

Commodities Markets



US CPI, inflation expectations (as traded)
focus is on expectations, bottle necks and Ukraine!
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Supply side monitor 



US core CPI via FED´s own CPI model
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Transitory…not until we clear the commodity contago and new lock down

Remember, hikes not that straight forward:

Demand-driven v supply-driven inflation.

The critical question for central bankers is: how much of inflation is 

demand-driven and how much is supply-driven? 
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Inflation breakevens…most transitory inflation spike… ever … 
according to the bond market

Note: the steepener in break evens front ran steepener in nominal bonds…



FED Outlook – influenced by the CPI outlook
We still saw peak hawkishness in April….pricing has since come down…



FED Outlook – overcooked, is that why we price CUTS already?
After CPI the curve went DOWN

eleven weeks ago… FED day and today!
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Why we stick to FEWER hikes in our forecasts?
“Economists are looking at economic data, they’re not looking at credit risk,” “And at the end of 

the day, as we’ve seen over the last 10 years, credit risk will veto the Fed, will veto the 

economists. That’s why you have to spend more time looking at credit risk and not listening to 

economists.” Bloomberg, 1st April – 22.
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Our conclusion: curve will steepen, we saw the trough, and 
waited for confirmation – traded six weeks ago
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Liquidity (balance sheet) policies affecting CPI?
If so, buy more GROWTH!



US financial conditions / financial stress MUCH better than EZ’s!!! This 
slide continues to be key as stimulus withdraws

These models build on ECB and FED research! This metric called the 2008 crises in the summer of 2007 
and never flinged!

We keep our US exposures and have only health care in EZ

Current reading – NEUTRAL (which is an improvement)
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Will rising yields damper equity prospects?
Yes, as soon as move is too fast and too large. 
As we broke up we bought VIX as further hedge on top of keeping all positions in USD (and smaller part 
in EUR) and a few days later short S&P 500. 

Equity markets´ historical STRESS barrier



Equities guided by financial conditions why we added VIX as hedge in equities (overlay)
Part from this, the other driver of FC is FX, so we keep USD exposure
On top of this we are also hedging with SHORT S&P 500 position to isolate relative performance
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Why OW in the first place?

What is perhaps striking, is that consensus amongst strategists (recorded for S&P targets), have NOT budged. Hence, as S&P sells off the rebound

opens up…as long as we do not turn bearish on MACRO and EARNINGS, which given current data we don´t!



Daily Range Indicator, margin debt!

Margin debt is also explaining the 

sell off, hence the sell off COULD 

be attributed to lessened leverage. 
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Risk troughed…so far not making new lows in FX and Rate risk 
markets (which is positive)!
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• When our indicator, aka
The Bull hits the signal
barrier we have, based on 30 
years history, a 100% correct 
buy signal (outside recessions)

• The longevity is captured in 
other models, but the upside
days are more valuable in 
portfolio management than 
the downsides are costly. 

• We stick to equity allocation
but have increased hedges to
isolate our strategies from Beta
as we built up a 2nd trough signal

A rare equity indicator with 100% hit rate (based on 30 years, 
targeting 6 month return)



• High vs Low

• Advance vs Decline

• Bullish vs Bearish

• Volatility curve

Following an article in Bloomberg for signs in equities
IF we take the variables and throw some additional modelling on 

them…, then we can extract a leading capability, biggest signal 

since sell offs 2020, 2016, 2015…we stay OW…



Daily trading model – when to act and when to fade!

Recent sell off caught in our daily trading model – USD position helped us greatly. 

As equities (so far) do not respond to the improved conditions in credit, FX, and vol markets (counterparty risk, USD liquidity, volatility

curves), we altered our exposure and added a 2 further hedges but kept overweight as such.



What about actual positioning?
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Institutions are BUYERS of the 

dip.

2022 is interesting as we can see

increased activity.



All option market volume

Calls – Puts. Situation has indeed pushed us into negative gamma…
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Reflation trade indicator #1, built on POSITIONING 

• We do not guess, we act on facts and data.

• Currently we are overweight growth and…finally…getting traction
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Why OW equities in the first place?



EPS indicators still strong
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Earnings up ahead! Positive surprises are expected
Corporate reporting vs buy/sell analysis

Erik Penser Banks calculats profit outlook which predicts / frontruns earnings surprises – we have traded accordingly!
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EPS outlook
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Trend has turned upwards for Profit Outlook compared to 
analysts´consensus, traditionally a good signal!



Macro and markets
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The Atlantic equity connection, breaking up? Yes, and this was also 
our strategy, hence minimal exposure to EZ
US and EU hardly share the DIRECTION

And less the MAGNITUDE of moves

The LONGEST breakdown for a decade…GLOBALISATION is reversing very quickly!!!
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Are all things equal?

No, US to outperform SWE equities. 

We have increased Nordic equity 

exposure as a means to handle FX and as 

diversification from RoW. 

Just by following Price Target Revisions 

we see that as we are above 0 = US 

outperform!

We track “cross-trading” as this will 

SHARPLY increase trading in SWE 

equities!



Daily macro high frequency EPB model vs S&P
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The MACRO indicator said and says – buy the dip!

Since March 2020 we 

have resisted the 

bearish calls, this has 

so far always paid off 

over medium 

term…our bet is that 

this is the case yet 

again as macro / 

earnings are strong!

We can hold these 

positions given our 

HEDGES!
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Supercycle! US growth trajectory is impressive!

Supported by roughly 4000 individual US data series! 

Erik Penser Bank is currently #3 in predicting US growth amongst market participants
(Bloomberg ranking) – we stick to our models



Key: impact of FED action on recession indicators
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Business cycle vs equities
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Let us predict FED probability indicator (predicting the predictor)
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This gives us a good read two (!) years into the future



There is currently 14,5% recession risk, FED´s own model built on credit
risk
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Recession risk in the US is 

LOW.



Most alerted data

USA

• 16e NY FED activity index

• 17e Retail sales, production

• 18e Building permits, housing starts

• 19e Philly FED activity index, claims, leading index

China

• 16e Production, retail sales

Japan

• 16e Orders

• 18e GDP

Eurozone aggregated

• 17e GDP

• 20e Consumer confidence

Germany

• n/a

Sweden

• 19e Industry capacity
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US`s production – climb to continue



US retail sales & consuner confidence
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Daily updated GDP models on actual GDP data – FED´s high frequency models indicate

continued positive growth
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Source: Bloomberg



GDP weekly models – following the peak and refuses to fall 
back to pre-covid levels (Supercycle)
US stable
SWE contracting
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OMX following a new tune…
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Short term German outlook, recession risk 30%, up from 20% from 
before the war
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Global Trade, volumes accelerating
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Don´t forget the world of theorems  -supporting equities

What can we learn from Wicksellian spread (natural rate of interest, R*)?

What  can Tobin´s Q teach us in terms of the future of equities?

What is the outlook given Total Factor Productivity?

What clues can we see in Modern portfolio theory given the Markowitz-efficiency?

What does the FED model imply? (as derived by Greenspan and Powell in their texts)

What theorem derives market liquidity?, Hui-Heubel – what conclusion can we make?

Fair Value Trading in FX – what does it tell us?

The Fisher Effect – it successfully derived falling yields in 2021, current reading?

Credit Cycle – Minsky / Austrian School



Wicksellian Spread – massive support for the markets and economy
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Wicksellian Spread

Conclusion: equities are supported



Profitability – with a “replacement of capital” angle we can derive an 
indicator that since 1950 has predicted 67% of equity slumps 
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“Tobin´s Q”

Conclusion: equities are supported

Deviations: 1962, 1977, 1984, 1990, 2022
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EPB Asset Management, diverse range of Houseview publications

Erik Penser Bank Houseview

Asset Managements´positions and analysis

We believe in transparency, this publication is not mere opinions, it is how we have 
traded and will trade in order to beat our competitors and benchmarks.

This entirely data driven methodology was founded in late 1990s, developed in the 
Nordics, London and New York, it e.g. accurately predicted the IT & Great Financial 
crises with recoveries. So far, the political, economic and financial implications of the 
pandemic outbreak of 2020 were the hardest to catch, fortunately the rebound was 
one of the easier, we timed it to the day – 24th of March. 

Head of Asset Management

Twitter; @jwthulin

Social media:

You Tube; https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFeVXfrcmwBAmRK1lXj9AtszG2faERl77

Instagram; instagram.com/epbasset/
https://twitter.com/jwthulin
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonas-thulin-93632914/

Fund reports: Team ready for comments:

Distribution of Fund Rating Universe

CCC B BB BBB A AA AAA

LAGGARD AVERAGE LEADER

Weekly newsletter Monthly houseview Weekly houseview and  market analysis

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFeVXfrcmwBAmRK1lXj9AtszG2faERl77
https://t.co/8d7N4rWw5l?amp=1
https://twitter.com/jwthulin


Disclaimer

Denna publikation har sammanställts av Erik Penser Bank exklusivt för företagets kunder. Innehållet har grundats på information från allmänt tillgängliga källor

vilka bedömts som tillförlitliga. Sakinnehållets riktighet och fullständighet liksom lämnade prognoser och rekommendationen kan inte garanteras.

Erik Penser Banks medgivande krävs om hela eller delar av denna publikation mångfaldigas eller sprids.

Publikationen vänder sig till Erik Penser Banks kunder i Sverige. Detta innebär att publikationen inte ska eller kan spridas till eller göras tillgänglig för någon i USA

(med undantag av vad som framgår av Rule 15a – 16, Securities Exchange Act of 1934), Kanada eller något annat land som i lag fastställt begränsningar för

spridning och tillgänglighet av materialets innehåll. Informationen i publikationen ska inte uppfattas som en uppmaning eller rekommendation att ingå transaktioner.

Informationen tar inte sikte på enskilda mottagares kunskaper och erfarenheter av placeringar, ekonomiska situation eller investeringsmål. Informationen är därmed

ingen personlig rekommendation eller ett investeringsråd.

Erik Penser Bank frånsäger sig allt ansvar för direkt eller indirekt skada som kan grunda sig på denna publikation. Placeringar i finansiella instrument är förenade

med ekonomisk risk. Placeringen kan öka eller minska i värde eller bli helt värdelös. Att en placering historiskt haft en god värdeutveckling är ingen garanti för

framtiden.

Erik Penser Bank har utarbetat ”Etiska Regler” och ”Riktlinjer för Intressekonflikter”. Dessa syftar till att förebygga och förhindra intressekonflikter mellan

avdelningarna inom företaget och bygger på restriktiva kommunikationer (Chinese Walls). Det kan dock föreligga ett uppdragsförhållande eller rådgivningssituation

mellan emittent och någon annan avdelning än Analysavdelningen. Erik Penser Bank har utarbetat interna restriktioner för när handel får ske i ett finansiellt

instrument som är föremål för Investeringsanalys.

I denna publikation har analytikern redovisat och återgett sin personliga uppfattning om emittent och/eller finansiellt instrument. Analysen har varken grundats på

uppdragsförhållande mellan emittent och analytiker eller medfört ersättning från emittent till analytiker. Den eller de som sammanställt denna publikation har inga

innehav i de analyserade finansiella instrumenten.

Erik Penser Bank har tillstånd att bedriva värdepappersverksamhet och står under Finansinspektionens tillsyn.
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